Mosfet audio amplifier circuit

An audio power amplifier or power amp is an electronic amplifier that strengthens low-power,
inaudible electronic audio signals such as the signal from radio receiver or electric guitar
pickup to a level that is strong enough for driving or powering loudspeakers or headphones.
This includes both amplifiers used in home audio systems and musical instrument amplifiers
like guitar amplifiers. There are lots of circuit diagrams out there but we have selected the
easiest one that has a mosfet transistor. Power amplifiers make the signalâ€”whether it is
recorded music, a live speech, live singing, an electric guitar or the mixed audio of an entire
band through a sound reinforcement systemâ€”audible to listeners. It is the final electronic
stage in a typical audio playback chain before the signal is sent to the loudspeakers and
speaker enclosures. How to find the correct cable connection is very simple. Now on the bottom
part and also the bigger part is the ground or negative terminal, and the rest is positive or signal
left and right if is a stereo cable. For this you will use the multimeter in the continuity selection
and from each metal connection of the jack audio cable to the opened wires wi will find which
one is which. You have the circuit diagram of a simple audio amplifier using a mosfet transistor
and the representation of each electronic components and the connection between audio in and
speaker audio out. While power amplifiers are available in standalone units, typically aimed at
the hi-fi audiophile market a niche market of audio enthusiasts and sound reinforcement system
professionals, most consumer electronics sound products, such as clock radios, boom boxes
and televisions have relatively small power amplifiers that are integrated inside the chassis of
the main product. Let's make a sound test in the video linked you will find the sound test of our
homemade audio amplifier with simple electronic components, now this is not going to replace
your home system or subwoofer this is just the practical application and demonstration of an
audio amplifier in its primitive form. The audio amplifier was invented in by Lee De Forest when
he invented the triode vacuum tube or "valve" in British English. The triode was a three terminal
device with a control grid that can modulate the flow of electrons from the filament to the plate.
The triode vacuum amplifier was used to make the first AM radio. Early audio power amplifiers
were based on vacuum tubes and some of these achieved notably high audio quality. Thanks all
for participating and please check the video for more details and practical representation of this
primitive Audio Amplifier circuit i hope you will see the practical and simplicity of the project
and not so the errors if you want more electronic projects visit NoSkillsrequired youtube
channel. Question 1 year ago on Introduction. Components required to convert an audio power
amplifier of low power audio signals to high power signals. Question 2 years ago on
Introduction. I have a Rockford fish are T 1bd amp an i blow a few transistors how do i find out
wat size they are an where can I buy new ones. Should the capacitor not be in series with the
output, rather than the input? To prevent DC bias from driving the speaker? Reply 3 years ago.
The voltage determines the conductivity of the mosfet. This ability to change conductivity with
the amount of applied voltage can be used for amplifying or switching electronic signals. This is
no good design, since there is always a high dc current flowin through the speaker which will
drain the battery rapidly and also is not good for the speaker. This is the simplest audio
amplifier ever and current can be restricted,and with a 9v battery it draws 0. Just to clarify what
an amplifier actually does. First it doesn't MAKE anything. If that were true, we would have no
energy issues ever. It merely allows you to control the supply power with a little signal at the
input. In other words, you can control a large amount of available power with a little amount of
signal. You can't make more output then the available power input. Once that is understood,
amplifiers can be understood much easier. This is what i said in the first line of this AUDIO
amplifier instructable its nothing related to the free energy concept, that's another topic my
friend all the best. By NoskillsrequiredN Youtube channel Follow. More by the author:. How to
make an audio amplifier using just one mosfet transistor An audio power amplifier or power
amp is an electronic amplifier that strengthens low-power, inaudible electronic audio signals
such as the signal from radio receiver or electric guitar pickup to a level that is strong enough
for driving or powering loudspeakers or headphones. Simple power amplifier circuit
components Power amplifiers make the signalâ€”whether it is recorded music, a live speech,
live singing, an electric guitar or the mixed audio of an entire band through a sound
reinforcement systemâ€”audible to listeners. How to find the correct cable connection is very
simple this type of cables from bottom to top have layers divided by some small black strips.
Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Light Up Clock 2. Mars Clock by
prdassonville in Clocks. Answer Upvote. Reply Upvote. Mustak AhamedA 2 years ago on
Introduction. DustinE18 Question 2 years ago on Introduction. NoskillsrequiredN ubergeeknz
Reply 3 years ago. The gate to drain is isolated from source to drain The voltage determines the
conductivity of the mosfet. NoskillsrequiredN hubi Reply 3 years ago. NoskillsrequiredN gm
Reply 3 years ago. NoskillsrequiredN 3 years ago. This article lists various types of audio
amplifier circuits using Mosfet. We have tested all these circuits in our lab and we found all of

them performing satisfactorily. Mosfet is a 3 terminal semiconductor device used in a wide
range of electronic circuits. It works like a JFET but has less current leakage owing to an oxide
insulation between the conductors. Mosfet is a good choice for building linear amplifiers owing
to its lesser load, and any amplifier made using it is called a Mosfet amplifier. These amplifiers
have a wide range of applications, they can be used in many circuits. Note: This article will be
modified with new versions of Mosfet amplifier circuits in future; we shall notify new additions
to our home page. This article contains the following list of amplifier circuits using Mosfet. This
circuit is an audio amplifier capable of delivering a decent output power with a minimum no: of
parts, with considerable sound quality. This tiny circuit can deliver a whopping 18Watts into 8
Ohm speaker or 30W into a 4 Ohm speaker. To get such a good performance and stability out of
few components, a high quality well regulated DC power supply is necessary. This is very
essential for reducing noise and getting a constant output power on varying loads. A good DC
voltage regulator able to provide more than 2 Amps 40V can be used. You can expect such a
power supply design very soon here in the power supply section. Assemble the board on a
good quality PCB. Use a preamplifier board with tone control prior to this amplifier to get better
performance. Single rail supply is seldom used in Class-B power amplifiers. Actually, I got this
circuit from an old cassette player that is still working and I am publishing it as it is. Transistors
Q1 and Q2 are wired as a Darlington pair works as the preamplifier. Preset R3 controls the
quiescent current while R2 provides feedback. The output is coupled to a speaker through
capacitor C4. Capacitor C5 is the power supply filter and C2 is the input DC decoupling
capacitor. The first stage of the amplifier is a differential amplifier based on transistors Q1 and
Q2. Capacitor C8 is the input DC decoupler, R1 limits input current and capacitor C1 bypasses
unwanted high frequencies. The second stage is the driver stage consisting of transistors Q3
and Q4. The output is coupled with the speaker using the inductor L1. The network comprising
of R15 and C5 is meant for noise reduction. Capacitors C6 and C7 are power supply filters.
Preset R6 is meant for adjusting the quiescent current. Hello, would it be okay to use this
design for an academic paper? We are doing research for a senior design paper for our
undergrad degree in electrical engineering and we need an audio power-amp circuit. Please let
us know if this is alright with you. How about it? Hi Ramesh any transistor is a current amplifier.
If current gain of a transistor as per data sheet is say at 1Amp. You require a base emitter
current of 10 mA, to have the conduction of 1 amp through collector and emitter. The transistor
cannot generate current it can only vary its collector emitter resistance to achieve the required
current flow through collector emitter junction as per base emitter current bias. Is it missing or
not needed for some reason maybe the diff amp? I have A 50 Watt 6 ohm subwoofer with 5
speakers 50 watt 5 ohm each. Hi Ali for your sub woofer speaker use motional feed back
amplifier appeared in our column earlier. For the speakers use TDA amplifiers each. Power up
the amplifier without applying an input signal. Let the circuit warm up for about 10 minutes.
Measure the current in the positive supply. Adjust R6 until a current between 50 and 60mA is
measured. C5 needs be no more than 35 volts. Author admin. Frequency counter using arduino
February 14, Motor speed control using arduino June 12, Bajee 6 years ago. Mubarak 6 years
ago. Samuel Pharmer 7 years ago. Hello Samuel, You can use with creative commons rights.
Please give us credits. I want a circuit of intex subwoofer model itsuf plz give the circuit and
oblige. Ramesh 7 years ago. Sir please tell me the current amplifying transistors plzzzzzzz.
Seetharaman 7 years ago. JOHN 7 years ago. Hi sir!! Travis 7 years ago. Ali Nasir Dharejo 8
years ago. Seetharaman 8 years ago. Massimo Petrucci 9 years ago. How about the quiescent
current of 50w power amp? Ollie Oz 8 years ago. Thanasis 10 years ago. Jonathan 10 years ago.
Submit Type above and press Enter to search. Press Esc to cancel. The design is as simple as it
could be and the components are easily available. I am writing this instructable as i myself
experienced a lot of difficulty inn finding some useful material regarding the project and an easy
method for the implementation. This includes both amplifiers used in home audio systems and
musical instrument amplifiers like guitar amplifiers. The audio amplifier was invented in by Lee
De Forest when he invented the triode vacuum tube or "valve" in British English. The triode was
a three terminal device with a control grid that can modulate the flow of electrons from the
filament to the plate. The triode vacuum amplifier was used to make the first AM radio. Early
audio power amplifiers were based on vacuum tubes. Whereas, now-a-days transistor-based
amplifiers are used that are lighter in weight, more reliable and require less maintenance than
tube amplifiers. Applications for audio amplifiers include home audio systems, concert and
theatrical sound reinforcement and public address systems. The sound card in a personal
computer, every stereo system and every home theatre system contains one or several audio
amplifiers. The amplifier presented here uses mosfets to achieve the desired specifications of
an audio amplifier. Gain and power stage is employed in the design to attain the required gain
and bandwidth. To achieve this the following stages were employed in the amplifier:. Gain

Stage: The gain stage uses a potential divider biased mosfet amplifier circuit. The potential
divider biased circuit is shown in figure 1. Here, R1 and R2 are the input resistances, rs is the
source resistance, RD is the resistance between bias voltage and drain and RL is the load
resistance. To produce the desired gain three potential divider biased circuits were cascaded in
series and the total gain is the product of the gains of individual stages. The stages are isolated
from each other with the help of interconnected capacitors that is RC coupling. Power Stage: A
push pull amplifier is an amplifier which has an output stage that can drive a current in either
direction through through the load. The output stage of a typical push pull amplifier consists of
two identical BJTs or MOSFETs one sourcing current through the load while the other one
sinking the current from the load. Push pull amplifiers are superior over single ended amplifiers
using a single transistor at the output for driving the load in terms of distortion and
performance. A single ended amplifier, how well it may be designed will surely introduce some
distortion due to the non-linearity of its dynamic transfer characteristics. Push pull amplifiers
are commonly used in situations where low distortion, high efficiency and high output power
are required. Generally this splitting is done using an input coupling transformer. The input
coupling transformer is so arranged that one signal in applied to the input of one transistor and
the other signal is applied to the input of the other transistor. Advantages of push pull amplifier
are low distortion, absence of magnetic saturation in the coupling transformer core, and
cancellation of power supply ripples which results in the absence of hum while the
disadvantages are the need of two identical transistors and the requirement of bulky and costly
coupling transformers. A power gain stage was cascaded as the final stage of audio amplifier
circuit. Capacitance plays a dominant role in shaping the time and frequency response of
modern electronic circuits. An extensive and in-depth experimental investigation has been
performed the role of various capacitors in small-signal MOSFET amplifier circuit. Particular
emphasis has been given to addressing basic issues involving capacitances in MOSFET
amplifiers, rather than modifying the design. The study uncovers several important new
features of the amplifiers. It indicates that in the design of small-signal MOS amplifiers, it should
never be taken for granted that coupling and bypass capacitors act as short circuit and have no
effect on the ac input and output voltages. In fact, they contribute to the voltage levels seen at
both the input and the output port of the amplifier. When chosen judiciously for coupling and
bypass operations they dictate the actual voltage gain of the amplifier at various frequencies of
input signal. The lower cut-off frequencies are governed by the values of coupling and bypass
capacitors whereas the upper cut-off is a result of shunt capacitance. This shunt capacitance is
the stray capacitance present between the junctions of the transistor. The value of the
capacitors is chosen such that the output bandwidth is between KHz and the signal above and
below this frequency is attenuated. The same circuit was implemented on the PCB and same
components were used. Gain stages are connected through RC coupling. RC coupling is the
most widely used method of coupling in multistage amplifiers. In this case the Resistance R is
the resistor connected at the source terminal and the capacitor C is connected between the
amplifiers. It is also called a blocking capacitor, since it will block DC voltage. The input after
passing through these stages reach the power stage. The power stage uses BJT transistors one
npn and one pnp. Loudspeaker is connected at the output of this stage and we get an amplified
audio signal. Signal given to the circuit for simulation is 10mV sin wave and the output at the
loudspeaker is 2. Utilizing the high gain and high input impedance of short channel power
MOSFETs, a simple circuit has been devised to provide sufficient drive for amplifiers upto 0. It
offers performance which meets the criteria for high quality audio reproduction. Important
applications include public address systems, theatrical and concert sound reinforcement
systems and domestic systems such as stereo or home-theatre system. Instrument amplifiers
including guitar amplifiers and electric keyboard amplifiers also use audio amplifiers. Question
2 years ago. Answer 2 years ago. Industry standard gain for a audio pre-amp is vpp. Reply 3
years ago. Since it is mosfet based each stage does not provide a high gain. With multiple low
gain stages you can have high sound with extremely low noise. More by the author:. Hello guys!
Hope you enjoy reading the instructable and I am positive it will help you. To achieve this the
following stages were employed in the amplifier: 1. It simply amplifies the input signal and
produces gain according to the equation 1. The capacitance is given by the fo
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rmula. Figures: Figure. All the resistors are rated for 1 Watt and capacitors for 50 volt to avoid
damage. The circuit shown in Figure 4 was implemented on the PCB. I especially thank the
friends who helped me in achieving the outcomes of this project. I hope you enjoyed this

instructable. For any help, i would love if you comment. Stay blessed. Did you make this
project? Share it with us! I Made It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in Arduino. Mars Clock
by prdassonville in Clocks. Thrisxh 1 year ago. Reply Upvote. Very good. You may want to
replace 2N with a say I made the same mistake myself, thinking the 2N would not have its spec.
After bypassing the 2N, the preamp was fine. Your basic circuit is great though! Answer Upvote.
Higher voltage will provide you unclipped output. I need video of demonstrating of can u do it
plz. If yes plz send link. ArifSae 2 years ago. I suggest you re title this article. Very nice. How
loud does it get? I hope to build an mp3 boombox and need an amp.

